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ABSTRACT

Aim: To compare the effect of nylon versus polyetheretherketone (PEEK) retentive insert of locator attachments on peri-implant bone loss in mandibular implant overdenture.

Materials and methods: Completely edentulous patients, with two implants locator attachment for mandibular overdenture were recalled for this study. Patients were divided into two groups: Group I: overdenture retained by locator attachment using nylon retentive male insert, and Group II: overdenture retained by locator attachment with PEEK retentive male insert. Digital periapical radiographs were conducted to capture images of dental implants using a long-cone paralleling technique. Images taken immediately (baseline) and 24 months after loading were used for this study to measure the vertical bone loss (VBL) and horizontal bone loss (HBL). It was considered statistically significant when P value was less than 0.05.

Results: Twenty-four dental implants were placed in twelve patients aged between 52 and 65 years, comprising 7 men and 5 women. There were no instances of implant loss in either group from the time of placement through prosthetic delivery up to the two-year follow-up period. Group I recorded significant lower VBL than Group II after 24 months of loading (P < 0.05). On the other hand, there was no significant differences in HBL between the two groups (P > 0.05).

Conclusion: Implant overdentures retained by PEEK insert did cause more peri-implant bone loss when compared to those retained with nylon inserts; however further studies are needed to validate these results.
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INTRODUCTION

Mandibular implant-assisted overdentures have emerged as a significant therapeutic choice for individuals with complete teeth loss. The prevailing agreement suggests the positioning of two implants in the canine area to enhance patient satisfaction and overall quality of life when compared to conventional dentures. Various attachment systems, such as ball, magnet, locator, or equator, can be utilized in implant-assisted overdentures. The selection of attachment system is influenced by multiple factors, including the available space, maintenance needs, distribution of load to the mucosa and implants, as well as the desired levels of retention and resistance.

The locator attachment has a low profile design, offering dual retention, and its repair or replacement is a straightforward process. These attachments possess resilient retentive qualities, demonstrating durability and incorporating built-in angulation compensation. Typically, locators come equipped with nylon inserts for securing the denture to the implants. However, a notable drawback is the wear in the nylon insert, primarily attributed to the resilience of movement and inadequate patient training. Consequently, regular maintenance is imperative, involving the periodic replacement of the nylon insert to ensure sustained retention and enhance patient satisfaction.

A recently introduced attachment type relies on mechanical retention, utilizing a polyetheretherketone (PEEK) matrix on a cylindrical patrix. This innovation holds the potential for increased wear resistance compared to traditional nylon inserts. Studies have indicated that the PEEK material could serve as a viable alternative to nylon inserts for locator attachments in implant overdentures. In a laboratory investigation, the performance of PEEK inserts was evaluated in comparison to inserts made of nylon, focusing on wear and retention loss in relation to abutment and implant angulation. Although a decrease in retention was noted across all attachments, PEEK inserts were superior to those fabricated from nylon after mechanical loading. However, it is essential to conduct long-term follow-up evaluations, as there has been a notable rise in plaque accumulation associated with PEEK inserts.

There is presently limited research available regarding the impact of various materials for retentive male inserts on peri-implant bone levels. Periapical radiographs serve as an effective tool for assessing the average marginal bone loss and are crucial for ensuring a good prognosis for dental implants. Consequently, regular follow-up radiographs are imperative for the successful maintenance of endosseous dental implants and for minimizing alterations in the surrounding bone level. The objective of this study was to compare nylon versus PEEK retentive inserts of locator attachments on peri-implant bone levels in mandibular implant-assisted overdentures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study protocol obtained registration and approval from the Institutional Review Board of the Faculty of Dentistry, Mansoura University, under Approval No. J0108023RP. This retrospective radiographic study was conducted subsequent to a thorough examination of dental records at the Removable Prosthodontics Department, Faculty of Dentistry, Mansoura University.

Completely edentulous patients, with implant overdenture retained by locator attachments were recalled for this study (Figure 1). According to the type of retentive inserts, patients were classified into two groups: Group I: overdenture retained by locator attachment with nylon retentive male insert (n=6) (Figure 2A), and Group II: overdenture retained by locator attachment with PEEK retentive male insert (n=6) (Figure 2B). A total of 12 patients, comprising 7 men and 5 women aged between 52 and 65 years were included in this study. Individuals...
were not considered for inclusion in the study if they underwent radiation therapy on the head within a period of less than 12 months before the investigation, had a history of current or previous intravenous bisphosphonate treatment, engaged in a daily consumption of more than 10 cigarettes, used tobacco by chewing, exhibited signs of alcoholism, were pregnant, or expressed unwillingness to participate in follow-up radiography.

Patients were scheduled for routine assessments, including digital periapical radiographs to capture images of their dental implants. These radiographs were taken using a standardized approach employing a long-cone paralleling technique with commercially available film holders. Images taken immediately (baseline) and 24 months after loading were used for this study to measure the outcomes.

The vertical bone level (AB line) in mm was determined by measuring the distance between the implant shoulder (implant-locator junction) (point A) and the point where the first bone makes contact with the implant (point B) (Figure 3). Meanwhile, horizontal bone level (CE line) in mm was measured perpendicularly from the implant to the bone crest (point C). Point C was the intersection point of a tangent to the bone crest [CD line] and another tangent to the crater [CB line] (Figure 3) (7). Vertical bone loss (VBL) and horizontal bone loss (HBL) were calculated by subtracting AB and CE immediately after loading from AB and CE after 24 months of function. Measurements were conducted on both the mesial and distal surfaces of each dental implant.

Quantitative data were presented as mean and standard deviation (SD) after assessing normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test in SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) software (Version 21, IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Subsequent to normality testing, independent sample t-tests were employed for data analysis, with statistical significance set at P < 0.05.
RESULTS

In total, 12 patients, comprising 7 men and 5 women aged between 52 and 65 years, received a total of 24 dental implants. Among these patients, six received mandibular implant overdentures retained by locator attachments with nylon retentive male inserts, while the other six received mandibular implant overdentures retained by locator attachments with PEEK retentive male inserts. There were no instances of implant loss in either group from the time of implant placement through prosthetic delivery up to the two-year follow-up period.

The comparison of VBL and HBL around the implants in the two groups is summarized in Table 1. Group I exhibited significantly lower VBL than Group II after 24 months of loading (P < 0.05). Conversely, there were no significant differences in HBL between the two groups (P > 0.05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Group I (Nylon)</th>
<th>Group II (PEEK)</th>
<th>P-value t-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VBL</td>
<td>0.85 (0.24)</td>
<td>1.71 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBL</td>
<td>0.28 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.1025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

This study observed the peri-implant bone loss in mandibular implant overdentures retained by locator attachment using periapical radiographs. Periapical radiographs using parallel technique offer precise measurements of peri-implant alveolar bone, eliminating distortion, limiting magnification, and providing direct rather than relative measurements (8). In this study, implants demonstrated successful osseointegration at the two-year mark, achieving a 100% success rate. This rate surpassed the 97.1% rate reported by Lee et al (9). The higher survival rate observed in our study could potentially be attributed to the smaller sample size and the shorter follow-up period (two years compared to five years) in our investigation.

Implant overdentures utilizing locator attachments demonstrate a remarkable success rate exceeding 94.5% and demand minimal maintenance compared to alternative solitary attachments. The locator attachment is distinguished by its low profile, dual retention mechanism, accommodation of divergence, and self-aligning capability, facilitating patients in prosthesis positioning (10). Nonetheless, research on the retentive characteristics of overdenture attachments has indicated that attachments tend to gradually lose their retention over time. This decline has been attributed to the susceptibility of nylon caps to fatigue, wear, and loss of retention (11-12).

PEEK is a novel material in dentistry, currently undergoing extensive investigation for its potential application as a retentive cap. In this study, Group
I with nylon caps recorded significant lower VBL than Group II with PEEK caps after 2 years of loading. The elevated VBL observed in the PEEK group could possibly be linked to the higher plaque scores observed in these patients, as compared to individuals with nylon caps, as indicated by a previous study (5). Because of the decreased flexibility of PEEK compared to nylon caps, PEEK demonstrated higher levels of retention (13-14). This could potentially make the insertion and removal of the denture challenging for patients, leading them to wear the denture for extended periods, resulting in a greater accumulation of plaque compared to nylon inserts. The reduction in the overdenture flexibility might also increased the occlusal load on the implants causing overloading and VBL. Future studies are needed to examine whether VBL was due to implant overloading or because of the reduced hygiene measures and increased plaque around the implants.

On the contrary, this study found that there were no significant differences in HBL between the two groups after 2 years of loading. It is recognized that two-implant-retained overdentures consistently lead to an unfavorable distribution of occlusal load on the posterior mandibular ridge due to the potential for overdenture rotation (15). Compression of the mucosa beneath the denture base can impede blood flow, which is crucial for delivering nutrients and removing metabolites from the bone. This disturbance in blood flow may contribute to bone resorption over time (16). The posterior ridge resorption observed after 2 years of loading could potentially have obscured the levels of HBL.

Despite the fact that PEEK retentive material offered greater retention and enhanced patient satisfaction compared to nylon material according to previous studies (13,17), this investigation uncovered increased peri-implant bone loss in the PEEK group after a 2-year follow-up. The small number of patients in this study limits the extent to which clinical interpretations can be drawn from the results. Consequently, future studies with larger sample sizes and longer follow-up periods are necessary to facilitate comparison of the presented treatment modalities for implant overdentures retained by locator attachments.

**CONCLUSION**

Within the limitations of this study, it could be inferred that implant overdentures retained by PEEK insert caused more peri-implant bone loss when compared to those retained with nylon inserts. However, further studies are needed to validate these results.
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